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SINGLE Temperiertechnik GmbH continues their push towards international
market presence

SINGLE sets up new US subsidiary and
moves into the North American market
with enhanced product portfolio
SINGLE Temperiertechnik GmbH of Hochdorf/Germany has stepped up its
activities in the US. The new subsidiary SINGLE Temperature Controls,
Inc. with headquarters in Charlotte, North Carolina, has consolidated the
company’s presence on the North American continent. As one of the
leading European manufacturers of high-performance temperature control
systems, SINGLE has advanced its level of involvement in the US market
from operating a prominent sales agency to setting up its very own
subsidiary. In addition to this heightened level of market development,
SINGLE has also enhanced its product portfolio for North America.
“The new US branch is a new milestone of our progression towards
internationalization,” Karlheinz Gruber, CEO of SINGLE Temperiertechnik,
explains. “We have been successfully supplying our customers in the US
market with temperature-control systems, heat transfer units and chillers.”
SINGLE systems are used by major processors, by application technology
departments of raw material manufacturers as well as for many production units
that were developed and installed by European and US machine manufacturers
and system integrators.
Spearheaded by Michael Bloomhuff, the new national sales manager for the
USA, the new SINGLE subsidiary will consolidate existing customer contacts
and develop new business opportunities. Bloomhuff has a degree in machine
engineering and many years of experience in the plastics industry. “Having
worked in pump construction and sales as well as in the supply of blow molding
equipment, Bloomhuff is the perfect candidate for this new job,” Karlheinz
Gruber explains. Primary North American target groups for SINGLE
Temperature Controls Inc. are plastics processors, but the company is also
catering to the die casting, chemical, pharmaceutical and food industries as well
as to customers in test and semi-conductor engineering.
In addition to meeting the US standard requirements, SINGLE has identified
sales potential in the North American market for high-temperature water
pressure systems and high-performance special temperature control systems
such as STWS alternating temperature systems for injection molding
applications with exacting surface quality and dimensional tolerance
requirements as well as for very short cycle times, which is called for in
automotive engineering applications, for example.
With the new US subsidiary, SINGLE has strategically enhanced its global sales
and service network. In addition to the new facility in Charlotte, the company is
now represented by more than thirty agencies world-wide, providing personal

consultancy, fast spare parts supply services and local technical support. Up
until now, SINGLE was represented in the US by injection molding machine
manufacturer Krauss Maffei Corp. of Florence, Kentucky.
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SINGLE in Profile
SINGLE has been developing, producing and selling high-performance
temperature control systems for more than 40 years. The company’s product
portfolio consists of water and oil-operated, high-quality temperature control
units, heat transfer units, water-to-water chillers, as well as customized
solutions. SINGLE uses only high-quality components and materials. Longstanding customers testify to the ease-of-use and the reliable operation of
SINGLE units even under a high workload.
In addition to plastics processors and manufacturers of plastics processing
machines, SINGLE caters to customers in the chemical and pharmaceutical
industry as well as to the metal plating industry, the food production segment
and many more.
The company works with an international network of sales and service points.
Services and after-sales support on all temperature-control related problems,
commissioning, on- and off-site training complete SINGLE’s portfolio. SINGLE
is certified to EN ISO 9001:200-12, has technology and manufacturer
certifications that meet the European Pressure Equipment Directive (PED) and
complies with standards such as UL and regional directives to CSA and GOST.
The company, which employs about 120 people, has been a member of Looser
Holding AG of Arbon/Switzerland since 2006.
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